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Data Release: Trade gap narrows on record exports, but not enough to help Q2 GDP growth 

 The U.S. international trade deficit narrowed to $44.4 billion in May from a slightly downwardly revised 
April figure, or better than the $45.0 billion expected by economists. 

 Exports rose by 1%. Goods exports increased by 1.2% for a record $136.7 billion of merchandise being 
shipped abroad. Gains were broad, but led by automotive (+6.1%) and consumer goods (+2.6%). Only 
one major export category, capital goods, declined by 0.4% on the month. Services exports gained 
0.5%. 

 Imports fell by 0.3% in May on lower industrial supplies (-3.0%) and food & beverage (-1.8%) 
purchases. These were somewhat offset by higher automotive and capital goods imports, which rose by 
4.9% and 2.1%, respectively. 

 Price changes were minimal during the month, with real quantities of merchandise exports and imports 
largely tracking their nominal movements.  

Key Implications 

 The narrowing of the trade gap from near its widest level in six years is certainly welcomed news. The 
details were constructive, with exports rising robustly to a record. Imports also remained subdued after 
their sharp expansion over the previous two months. Moreover, import growth came from automotive 
and capital goods, which is a testament to improving consumer and business confidence in the country. 
At the same time, imports of petroleum products retreated sharply, with barrel-equivalent imports down 
nearly 6% in May. 

 However, the improvement is a bit too-little and too-late for trade to have a positive contribution to 
growth in the second quarter. Unless the June deficit plummets substantially, trade looks to remain a 
drag on growth over Q2 – albeit at only a fraction of the 1.5pp drag over Q1. 

 Going forward, an accelerating U.S. economy will continue to boost imports. Consumption and business 
investment is set to accelerate markedly over the remainder of the year – with today's payroll report 
being a case in point. Import growth will be somewhat offset by a continuing decline in petroleum 
imports – a trend briefly interrupted by the very harsh winter and depleted energy inventories in the East 
Coast. Recent regulatory changes which will allow a limited quantity of condensate exports could boost 
the export side of the ledger with time. However, without a more substantial recovery across the Atlantic 
and in Asia, export growth may underwhelm in the short-term. 
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